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Hysteresis in martensitic transformations (MT) limits the usefulness of shape memory alloys (SMAs) in
nanosized devices that require high sensitivity, high durability and high energy efﬁciency. Previous
studies have shown that the MT is hindered in the surface region of nanosized SMAs, and therefore there
is little hysteresis. However, we ﬁnd that the hysteretic behavior in SMA nanoﬁlms is not related to the
MT suppression. Rather, the decrease in hysteresis is due to weaker spontaneous lattice distortion and
spatial heterogeneity, leading to a more continuous phase transformation process. We demonstrate this
by designing two classes of nano-sized SMAs, a free-standing Ni62.5Al37.5 ﬁlm in which the surface region
promotes MT, and a multilayer of FeeNi62.5Al37.5eFe in which the interface region suppresses MT. Both
cases show a decrease in hysteresis with decreasing ﬁlm thickness. Our ﬁndings suggest a method to
reduce hysteresis in conventional bulk SMAs.
© 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
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1. Introduction
A martensitic transformation (MT) enables shape memory alloys
(SMAs) to exhibit fascinating properties such as shape memory
effect and superelasticity. Based on their unique properties, SMAs
have been widely used in sensors, actuators, medical devices, and
other applications [1e3]. However, special attention needs to be
given to the phenomena of complex hysteresis associated with lack
of reversibility under loading due to the application of strain/stress
control. This can lead to a reduction in the performance of devices
[4e7]. This hysteretic phenomenon is also encountered in many
other smart material actuators that involve magnetic materials or
piezoelectric materials [8e10]. Therefore, in order to improve the
position control accuracy of an SMA actuator, it is necessary to
reduce the effects of hysteresis.
It has been shown that reducing the size of SMAs down to the
nanoscale (such as SMA nanoparticles, SMA nanocrystallines) can
decrease signiﬁcantly the width of the martensitic transformation
hysteresis loop [11e17]. Many theoretical models of martensitic
transformations have been developed to explain the small hysteresis in nanosized SMAs, and the one that has performed well is the
coreeshell model [18e20]. For example, Zhang et al. studied
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freestanding SMA nanoparticles and showed that the surface region suppressing the B2B19 transformation locally plays a
dominant role in the size dependent transformation behavior,
leading to nonhysteretic superelasticity [12,19]. Sun et al. subsequently used this model to explain the small hysteresis in TiNi
nanocrystals [21,22]. Nevertheless, experimental results in other
phase transforming systems, such as ferroelectric nanoﬁlms, have
shown that the surface region can suppress the spontaneous
transformation in a number of cases but can promote phase
transformation in others [23e25]. Thus, the open questions are (1)
what is the hysteresis behavior in the case where the effects of the
surface promotes phase transformation? (2) Is the reduction in
transformation hysteresis related to the phase transformation
occurring in the near-surface region? These two questions and their
relationship are still not clear.
In this work, we study the thermal induced phase transformations in nanosized SMAs, aimed at achieving an atomic-level
understanding of the hysteresis behavior. The basic idea is as follows: the transformation temperature can be inﬂuenced by the
surface/interface effect, and we can design two types of ultrathin
SMA ﬁlms (i.e., one with increased transformation temperatures in
thin ﬁlms, the other with decreased transformation temperature)
by engineering the surface/interface energies, and then comparing
the hysteretic behavior in the two cases. We ﬁrst use molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to ﬁnd the relationship between the
surface/interface energy and the size dependent characteristic
temperatures of the MT. The thermal hysteresis during the
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martensitic transformation in both cases is then calculated to
investigate its relationship to the surface/interface effect. Finally,
we discuss the main contributions to the hysteresis behavior in
nanosized SMAs.
2. Methodology
The ultrathin SMA ﬁlm model under investigation is created in a
model SMA (e.g. Ni62.5Al37.5) monolayer or model SMA/nontransformed metal (e.g. Ni62.5Al37.5/Fe) multilayer. The samples
are oriented by stacking {110} NiAl atomic planes along the y axis,
with the interfaces located parallel to the x-z plane, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 1(a). Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x
and z directions while the thickness direction is bounded by two
free surfaces. The periodic x and z dimensions are 23.98 nm and
33.75 nm, respectively. In order to study the inﬂuence of SMA layer
thickness on the phase transformations several different thicknesses from 3 nm to 20 nm were selected. We adopted an
embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic potential developed by
Dudarev and Derlet for Fe [26]. A semi-empirical interatomic potential of the form proposed in Ref. [27] by Farkas et al. is used to
describe the B2-orthorhombic phase transformation in Ni62.5Al37.5.
The interaction potentials of Fe and Al/Ni were based on the usual
form used for other metal pairs [28]. These potentials have produced good results for phase transition and defect formation energies [19,27,29], however, one should not expect that such
semiempirical potentials can reproduce the detailed properties of a
speciﬁc SMA or material system.
The initial samples were relaxed by quenching with the conjugate gradient algorithm. The samples were then annealed at
1000 K, above the NiAl parent phase stabilizing temperature, for at
least 120 ps by using a Nose-Hoover thermostat [30] and ParrinelloeRahman barostat [31] within the isothermal-isobaric
ensemble. After this procedure, we performed MD simulations of
cooling and heating on the annealed samples utilizing the LAMMPS
code [32]. The cooling and heating processes involve cyclic increase
or decrease in temperature with rates of 0.01 K/ps.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Thermodynamic model of martensitic transformation in
nanosized SMAs
It is well known that the melting temperature, Tm in lowdimensional materials can be changed by treating the interface
[33e35]. For example, the phenomenon of premelting is commonly

observed in free-standing nanometer-sized metal particles, while
superheating can be obtained when coated by (or embedded in) a
high-Tm materials. The main reason for the different melting
behavior is the interface energy [34,36]. For nanosized SMAs, a
similar strategy can be used to change structural phase transformations. Here Dg is deﬁned as the interface energy difference
between product phase and parent phase, i.e. Dg ¼ gM  gP. If a
transformation process can reduce the interface energy (Dg < 0),
MT nucleation in the near-interface region will be energetically
preferred compared to its bulk counterpart. By contrast, Dg > 0
indicates a suppressing effect on the MT nucleation in this region.
Actually, this idea has been used to explain an inverse martensitic
transformation in Zr nanowires [37].
We then derive the relation between transformation temperature and sample size thermodynamically. In analogy with surface
melting, we identify the MT by equating the Gibbs free energy mP
and mM of the parent and product phase in nanosized SMA, and the
free energy is assumed to be a function of temperature T0 and
pressure p0:

mP ðp0 ; T0 Þ ¼ mM ðp0 ; T0 Þ

(1)

This equation means that the free energies of a fully parent
phase and martensite are equal at the transition temperature. The
free energy can be expanded around its value at the critical point
(i.e., transition temperature T0bulk or transition pressure pbulk
0 ), and
we retain ﬁrst-order terms only:
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From the GibbseDuhem equation (Vdp þ SdT þ Ndm ¼ 0) it
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where s ¼ S/n is the entropy per atomic and r ¼ n/V is the number
density. Combined with Equations (1)e(3), and taking into account
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Fig. 1. The ﬁlm thickness dependent martensitic transformation characteristic temperatures in free-standing (110) Ni63.5Al37.5 monolayer. (a) Variation of the average potential
energy of a Ni63.5Al37.5 ﬁlm with 10 nm in thickness during cooling and heating. The inset shows the crystallographic orientation of the (110) Ni63.5Al37.5 monolayer simulated. (b)
The transformation temperatures, Ms and Af (arrows in a), as a function of the ﬁlm thickness D.
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Here one must distinguish between the pressure pp of the
parent phase and the pressure pM of a martensite because of the
Laplace contribution p ¼ 2g/r, where g is the interface energy or
interface tension and r is its radius. Since parent phase and product
should have different interface energy g in nanosized SMAs (gP for
parent phase, gM for product phase), we obtain:



sP T0 

T0bulk





2gP
2gM
þ
¼ sM T0  T0bulk þ
rP rP
rM rM

(5)

For the solid to solid transition, the volume change is insigniﬁcant, and can be neglected, that is rP ¼ rM ¼ r, rp ¼ rM ¼ D/2, D is the
nanoparticle diameter or ﬁlm thickness. Taking into account that
DH ¼ T0bulk ðsP  sM Þ is the latent heat per atom during the phase
transformation, the relation between T0 and D is then obtained as



1 Dg
T0 ¼ T0bulk  2T0bulk r1
0 DH0
D

(6)

1
where T0bulk and 2r1
0 DH0 are constant.

3.2. Size effects on phase transformation in nanosized SMAs
For miniaturized applications such as actuators, magnetic
cooling, and hybrid systems, thin ﬁlms are often mandatory. Here,
we simulated the martensitic transformation behavior in nanosized
SMA ﬁlms. Our results show that the size effect on MT temperatures of freestanding SMA monolayers and SMA multilayers is quite
different. The transformation temperature T0 increases with the
ﬁlm thickness, while T0 is reduced in thinner SMA multilayer.
3.2.1. Evolution of martensitic transformation in SMA thin ﬁlms
Fig. 1(a) shows the temperature dependent potential energy of
the freestanding SMA monolayer (with the thickness D ¼ 10 nm)
during the cooling and heating process. Under cooling the potential
energy decreases smoothly with temperature. Then a discontinuous drop occurs near Ms ¼ 475 K, indicating the occurrence of a
ﬁrst-order phase transformation. For the martensitic transformation (MT) in Ni62.5Al37.5, the high-symmetry cubic phase undergoes a transformation to orthorhombic martensite. The
corresponding microstructure evolution is demonstrated in the left
panels of Fig. 2. The Ni62.5Al37.5 atoms are colored according to their
local atomic packing determined from characteristic bond angle
analysis [38]. Atoms with a cubic environment are shown as light
blue spheres and represent austenite, orange spheres denote a local
orthorhombic environment and mark the martensite phase, other
atoms belong to defects (such as free surface, domain boundaries).
By examining multiple snapshots stored during the MD simulations, we ﬁnd that the MT process is mediated by a metastable state
or distorted parent phase (green atoms in Fig. 2). The MT begins
with the formation of the metastable phase from the near-surface
region of SMA ﬁlms, and martensite then nucleates within the
distorted parent phase region (Fig. 2(b) and (c)). A further cooling
leads to the entirely orthorhombic phase with multi-domain
structure, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The multidomain structure consists of lath-like domains and domain walls paralleled to the free
surface, which is different from their bulk counterpart. It is interesting to note that the domain walls are mobile in the lowtemperature phase (Fig. 2(d) and (e)).
Upon heating, the reverse martensitic transformation takes
place at a much higher temperature As ¼ 1120 K compared to the
forward phase transformation (Fig. 1(a)), indicating signiﬁcant
thermal hysteresis (close to 800 K). The associated microstructure
is shown in the right panels of Fig. 2. Unlike the forward MT, the
parent phase prefers to nucleate from both domain walls and free
surfaces (Fig. 2(f)), and then grows along the thickness direction
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(Fig. 2(g)), transforming back to a parent phase identical to the
original microstructure when it is heated above Af (Fig. 2(h)). Thus,
a phase transformation cycle in ultrathin SMA ﬁlms, similar to that
of bulk materials, is reproduced by the present Ni62.5Al37.5 monolayer model.
3.2.2. Size effect on martensitic transformation in freestanding SMA
thin ﬁlms
Most studies of phase transformations within SMA ﬁlms involve
substrate-supported ﬁlms and the substrate leads to signiﬁcant
mechanical constraint. However, little is known about the freestanding SMA ﬁlms. For structural phase transformations in freestanding thin ﬁlms, surface conditions (such as surface energy or
surface reconstruction) should be a key factor. Therefore, we
explore how ﬁlm thickness affects the transformation temperature
and martensitic microstructure within freestanding SMA ﬁlms.
Fig. 1(b) shows the forward and reverse transformation temperatures (Ms and Af, respectively) of six Ni62.5Al37.5 freestanding
ﬁlms with a (110) free surface, ranging from 3.0 to 20.0 nm in
thickness. As the ﬁlm thickness decreases, Ms increases and Af is
essentially constant. Subsequently, we calculated the corresponding transformation temperatures T0 as a function of ﬁlm thickness,
where T0 ¼ (Ms þ Af)/2, and the result is shown in Fig. 3(a). We
noticed that the freestanding SMA ﬁlms with (110) free surface
show an inverse size effect, i.e., T0 increase with the decrease of ﬁlm
thickness, differing from the previous experimental observations
and MD simulations based on SMA nanoparticles [17,39,40]. We
found that this inverse size effect can be understood by our
analytical model (Equation (6)) with the scenario of △g < 0. This
indicates that the surface effect promotes phase transformation in
freestanding Ni62.5Al37.5 ﬁlms. It is consistent with the corresponding microstructure evolution shown in Fig. 2, where the MT
nucleates from the near-surface region.
We then calculate the thermal hysteresis during the forward and
reverse MT in (110) freestanding ﬁlms. The ﬁlm thickness dependent phase transformation hysteresis DT (here we deﬁne
DT ¼ AseMs) is also shown in Fig. 3(b). The MD simulations show
that the thermal hysteresis DT decreases with the reduction of ﬁlm
thickness. This means that the SMA nano-ﬁlms with surface promoting effect of MT show a hysteresis reduction when the feature
size decreases. Interestingly, the well-observed experimental and
MD results on nano-particles [12,19], where the near surface region
strongly suppressing MT, also show the reduction of hysteresis with
the particle size. All these indicate that the size dependent hysteresis behavior may not strongly correlate with phase transformation in the near-surface region.
In order to check the reliability of the above results, we simulated freestanding ﬁlms with two other orientations, i.e. (111) and
(112) free surfaces, as shown in Fig. 3. As expected, similar promoting transformation temperatures and reduced thermal hysteresis are obtained in all cases, although (110) ﬁlm has higher
transformation temperatures and lower hysteresis than the other
two orientations due to the difference of surface energy.
In addition, we take (110) ﬁlm as an example, investigate the
changes of corresponding microstructures due to the size effect, as
shown in Fig. 4. The atomic conﬁgurations obtained from our MD
simulations are shown in the left panel of Fig. 4, and the right panel
indicates the corresponding order parameter orientations of the
martensite variants. A size effect in domain structures is observed:
a transition from predominantly multidomains to single-domains
occurs with decreasing ﬁlm thickness. Speciﬁcally, the thinnest
Ni62.5Al37.5 ﬁlm (2.5 nm) in Fig. 4(a) exhibits a single domain
structure; however, when the ﬁlm thickness increases to 5.0 nm, a
two-dimensional multidomain structure with in-plane domain
walls (DWs) is obtained (Fig. 4(b)). The thickness increases up to
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Fig. 2. Typical microstructure evolution of D ¼ 10 nm freestanding (110) monolayer during cooling and heating. (a)e(d) The martensite nucleates at the free surface, and then grows
towards the interior of the SMA ﬁlm, forming a domain boundary. (e)e(h) The reverse transformation starts from the domain boundary and the free surface, then grows almost to
the parent phase. The light blue color represents the ideal bcc structure, green is the distorted bcc structure, the orange represents the ideal orthorhombic structure, and other
colors belong to defects. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

14.8 nm and the microstructure of the low-temperature phase
grows into out-of-plane multidomain structures, the DWs of which
are distributed more randomly, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The development of DWs in martensite is often considered as a driving force
for the reduction in internal stress. A three-dimensional multidomain structure is able to release the internal stresses and

consequently lower their free energies in bulk materials or
considerable thick ﬁlms (>14.8 nm) in our case. With reducing ﬁlm
thickness, the tendency of the domain to rotate out-of-plane,
however, is hindered by the presence of free surfaces. As a result,
the internal elastic strain energy (or the shape anisotropy) is
smallest when the order parameter lies in the plane of the ﬁlm.

Fig. 3. Size effects associated with the martensitic transformation in freestanding SMA ﬁlms. (a) The ﬁlm thickness dependent transformation temperatures T0 ¼ (Ms þ Af)/2 for
(111), (112) and (110) Ni63.5Al37.5 ﬁlms. (b) The corresponding transformation hysteresis DT ¼ AseMs as a function of the ﬁlm thickness D during the forward and reverse phase
transformations. Error bars show the standard deviation of T0 and DT at each thickness.
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model (Equation (6)). Subsequently, we checked the MT process by
examining the corresponding snapshots during cooling. As shown
in Fig. 6, the martensite nucleates from the inner side of the NiAl
layer instead of the near-surface region (Fig. 6(a)), and it then grows
along the thickness direction, forming an entirely martensite with
complex multi-domain structure (Fig. 6(b)e(d)). This indicates that
the surface effect suppresses phase transformation in multilayered
SMA ﬁlms.
We also calculated thermal hysteresis DT as a function of the
NiAl ﬁlm thickness, as shown in Fig. 5(b). We notice that DT
decrease with the ﬁlm thickness in multilayered SMA ﬁlms, indicating a similar hysteresis behavior to MT in nanoparticles [40] or
nano-crystallites [16,17]. Thus, we can summarize that hysteresis
behavior does not strongly correlate with phase transformation in
the near-surface region in nanosized SMAs.
Fig. 4. The ﬁlm thickness dependent atomic conﬁgurations of martensite variants in a
freestanding SMA monolayer. (a) A single variant formed in the 2.5 nm ultrathin ﬁlms.
(b) The product of the 5.0 nm ﬁlm consists of a multi-variants structure with in-plane
order parameter state. (c) A multi-variants structure with out-of-plane order parameter state is formed in the 14.8 nm ﬁlms. DW represents the domain wall, which
separates different martensite variants. The dashed rhombic cells indicate the order
parameter orientations of the martensite variants, and the green solid lines indicate
domain walls. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Eventually, single-domain ﬁlms become stable and dominating, i.e.,
the formation of new domains (nucleation) or domain walls is not
allowed when the ﬁlm thickness is smaller than 2.5 nm.
3.2.3. Size effect on martensitic transformation in multilayered SMA
ﬁlms
Fig. 5 shows size effects associated with martensitic transformation in multilayered SMA ﬁlms, i.e., Ni62.5Al37.5 ﬁlms on
alternating Fe layers (the inset of Fig. 5(a)). The orientation relationship corresponds to {110}Fe jj {110}NiAl jj interface plane and
<110>Fe jj <001>NiAl in the interface plane. Compared to the freestanding monolayer ﬁlms, the MT of NiAl in multilayered Fe/
Ni62.5Al37.5/Fe ﬁlms is suppressed, i.e., the transformation temperatures T0 decreased when the thickness of NiAl ﬁlm D is reduced, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). We ﬁnd that T0 ﬁrst decreases slowly with
decreasing ﬁlm thickness when D > 6 nm. Below the critical size
D ¼ 6 nm, T0 is more sensitive to the ﬁlm thickness, which is similar
to the size effect observed in freestanding SMA nanoparticles [19].
This case should agree with the scenario of △g > 0 in our analytical

3.3. Comparison of analytical model with simulation results
In order to compare our MD simulation results with the previous thermodynamic model, we calculate the surface/interface energy difference △g. △g in our MD simulations is deﬁned as
follows:

 


nano
Bulk
 EPnano  EPBulk
Dg ¼ EM
 EM

(7)

where Einano is the total potential energy of the i phase in nanosized
SMA samples, EiBulk are the corresponding potential energy of bulk
materials. In order to decrease the relative errors in T0 due to the
random substitution of Ni atoms in the NiAl alloy, we calculate each
△g three times. Fig. 7(a) shows that △g as a function of ﬁlm
thickness or particle diameter, △g in nanosized SMAs also has a
weak size-dependent. With decreasing sample size, both the freestanding SMA samples and the multilayered samples show a
slightly decreasing or increasing in surface/interface energy difference, and the multilayered ﬁlms show a stronger sizedependence due to the mechanical constraint by the Fe substrate.
It is important to note that the sign of △g is consistent with our
previous speculation. i.e., △g < 0 for all freestanding SMA ﬁlms,
while △g > 0 for the multilayered SMA ﬁlms and SMA
nanoparticles.
In addition, we ﬁnd that the simulation data for both cases can
be linear ﬁtted well with the T0 ~ △g/D relation in Equation (6),
as shown in Fig. 7(b). Our simulation results are also consistent
with previous studies on structural phase transformation in NieAl

Fig. 5. Size effects associated with the martensitic transformation in multilayered SMA ﬁlms and freestanding nanoparticles. (a) The size dependent transformation temperatures
T0 ¼ (Ms þ Af)/2 for Ni63.5Al37.5 multilayers. (b) The corresponding transformation hysteresis DT ¼ AseMs as a function of the size during the forward and reverse phase transformations. Error bars show the standard deviation of T0 and DT at each size.
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Fig. 6. Typical microstructure evolution of D ¼ 10 nm in multilayered SMA ﬁlms during the cooling process. Here we only show the SMA layer, martensite nucleates from the
interior of the SMA ﬁlm and then grows to form multi-domain. The light blue color represents the ideal bcc structure, green is the distorted bcc structure, the orange represents the
ideal orthorhombic structure, and other colors belong to defects. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

nanoparticles, FeeNi nanoparticles and Fe nanowires, i.e., the
T0 ~ D1 relation [41e43]. However, precious models on size effects
associated with martensitic transformation mainly are based on the
phenomenological parameter d (extrapolation length). The present
study indicates that the surface energy difference during the MT is
the dominant factor at the atomic level.
3.4. Discussion of low thermal hysteresis in nanosized SMAs
Although the size effect on MT temperatures of freestanding
SMA monolayers and SMA multilayers is quite different, a similar
hysteretic behavior of SMA is obtained in both cases, i.e., the
transformation hysteresis decrease with SMA size. Therefore, we
cannot simply contribute the reduction of hysteresis to the MT
suppression in the near-surface region. Our discussions below
indicate that low thermal hysteresis in nanosized SMAs actually
stems from the reduced spontaneous lattice distortion and spatial
heterogeneity of order parameter.

3.4.1. Weakening of spontaneous lattice distortion
For SMA bulk, the thermal hysteresis arises largely from the
generation and motion of internal interfaces (i.e., phase boundaries
and twin boundaries) during the MT process [42e44]. Since the
surface breaks the translational invariance of the system, a different
behavior on the microstructural evolution is expected. Thus, we
ﬁrst use order parameters to explain the evolution of martensitic
transformation within the nanosized SMAs phenomenologically.
For the B2-orthorhombic MT in Ni62.5Al37.5, the order parameters
are the orthorhombic lattice distortions, which can be estimated by
following equation:

hz

cos q
1
cos q0

(8)

where q (<q0) is the angle between two body diagonals of the unit
cell shown in the inset of Fig. 8(b), q0 is the body diagonal angle for
the perfect parent phase. We then calculate the spatial distribution

Fig. 7. Interface energy difference dependent size effects of martensitic transformation. (a) Interface energy difference Dg during the martensitic transformation for freestanding
SMA monolayers and multilayers. The dash line shows the interface energy difference for multilayered SMA ﬁlms. (b) Phase transformation temperature as a function of Dg/D, a
linear relation ﬁtted by T0  T0bulk fDg=D.
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of the average h along the thickness direction during the cooling
process.
The evolution of h in nanosized SMA samples during the phase
transformation is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a) and (b) compare two
freestanding ﬁlms with different ﬁlm thickness D. In both cases, h in
the surface region increases ﬁrstly and then grows to the middle in
both samples, consistent with atomic-level images in Fig. 2. However, in contrast to the 10 nm-thick SMA ﬁlms (see Fig. 8(a)), the
spontaneous lattice distortion in D ¼ 5 nm ﬁlms is much reduced
(Fig. 8(b)). This reduction is also conﬁrmed in the multilayered SMA
ﬁlms, as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d).
The Landau theory explains the ﬁrst-order nature of MT and the
hysteretic behavior of bulk SMAs [45]. Unlike a second-order phase
transition, there still exists an energy barrier between parent phase
and martensite when the temperature approaches T0. The energy
barrier leads to the presence of multiple metastable two-phase
conﬁgurations, and the dynamics connecting these conﬁgurations
dissipates a signiﬁcant fraction of input energy. However, the
reduction of spontaneous lattice distortion in nanosized SMA ﬁlms
will change the MT from strongly ﬁrst-order to weakly ﬁrst-order
transition (see Fig. 9(a)), and the energy barrier between the
parent phase and martensite will also be reduced. From this point
of view, the lower limit should be a continuous phase transition
(almost a second-order), where the energy barrier for the phase
transition vanishes, and gives rise to zero-hysteresis.

3.4.2. Spatial heterogeneity
As shown in Fig. 8, the spontaneous lattice distortion in nanosized SMA ﬁlms is not spatially uniform. h in the near-surface region is quite different from the interior, and the spatial
heterogeneity of h is also enhanced in thinner SMA ﬁlms. It's
important to note that this heterogeneity also plays an important
role in the low MT hysteresis. Speciﬁcally, the spatial heterogeneity
can change the simple two-wall free energy landscape into a
complex one with multiple energy minima. In addition, the
resulting metastable states along the transformation pathway give
rise to a decrease in the energy barrier, thus leading to the reduction of thermal hysteresis, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The same
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mechanism has been found in strain glass alloys, where point defects induced inhomogeneity gives rise to superelasticity with slim
hysteresis [46,47]. In addition, the low gradient of h across the
phase boundary in nanosized SMAs indicates a more continuous
MT process, which can result in reduced energy dissipation during
phase boundary motion (Fig. 8).
In order to conﬁrm the spatial heterogeneity in free energy
F ¼ U  T0DS at T0, we then calculated the spatial distribution of
internal energy U and entropy DS inside SMA ﬁlms, as shown in
Fig. 10. Here we estimate entropy by employing the Debye model
for the vibrational spectrum, which provides a simple relation between entropy and mean square displacement (MSD) [48]. By
parametrizing an effective Debye model for the vibrational spectra
of the two phases of interest, we can approximate their entropy
difference by:

DS ¼ 0:5kB ln

E.D
E
D
Dr12
Dr22

(9)

where hDri2 i is the MSD of i phase. We choose four different freestanding SMA ﬁlms with a ﬁlm thickness range from 2.5 nm to
10 nm, and the relaxation temperature keeps T0 ¼ (Ms þ Af)/2.
Fig. 10(a) and (b) show the average atomic potential energies,
and Fig. 10(c) and (d) depict the corresponding MSD as a function of
distance to the centers of the freestanding ﬁlms. The potential
energy and MSD proﬁles have similar shapes with a constant region
in the core that remains unchanged as the ﬁlm thickness increases.
Both potential energies and MSD increase steeply in the nearsurface layer, which is consistent with the coreeshell model used
in other nano-materials [12,48]. As compared to the SMA bulk
behavior, the inhomogeneity of the internal energy and entropy
induced by the surface regions can smear the ﬁrst-order transformation and lower the martensitic transformation hysteresis. As
shown in Fig. 10, the volume fraction of atoms located in the surface
region increases with the reduced ﬁlm thickness, giving rise to a
decreasing thermal hysteresis.
4. Conclusion
We have used Ni62.5Al37.5 ﬁlms as a model SMA system to study

Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of spontaneous lattice distortion during phase transformation for SMA nanoﬁlms. We compared the evolution of the order parameter distribution in
freestanding ﬁlms with thicknesses (a) 10 nm and (b) 5 nm, as well as multilayered ﬁlms with thicknesses (c) 6.4 nm and (d) 3.2 nm, showing that the MT is more continuous and
weaker in thinner ﬁlms. The inset to (b) shows the deﬁnition of order parameter h, q is the angle between the two body diagonals.
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Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the inﬂuence of size on the temperature dependent (a) order parameters and (b) free energy landscape.

Fig. 10. The spatial heterogeneity of the freestanding SMA ultrathin ﬁlms. (a) and (b) show spatial distribution of potential energy for parent phase and martensite at T0,
respectively. (c) and (d) show mean square displacement of a function of distance from the ﬁlm center for parent phase and martensite at T0, respectively.

the hysteresis behavior associated with martensitic transformation
in nanosized ultrathin ﬁlms. Our ﬁndings can be summarized as
following: (1) Size dependent transformation temperatures in ultrathin SMA ﬁlms can be changed by surface/interface energy engineering; (2) The thermal hysteresis of MT decreases with sample
size in nanosized SMAs, and is not related to MT suppression in the
surface region. (3) The reduced MT hysteresis in nano-sized SMAs is
dominated by weak spontaneous strain and spatial heterogeneity,
giving rise to a quasi-continuous phase transformation process.
Due to the structural transformation in wide ferroic ﬁlm materials,
our ﬁndings potentially have board applications in functional
nanosystems such as shape memory effect, ferroelectric and

magnetocaloric systems.
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